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I. Introduction
There were several reasons for the choice of diatomic gold for an early study in relativistic molecular quantum mechanics. The dissociation energy is anomalously large, larger even than for CU 2 whereas Ag 2 has a much smaller dissociation energy. Also-Au 2 is isoelectronic with the mercurous ion Hg;+ which is unique in its stability as a dimeric dipositive species. Also our present theoretical methods appeared to be adequate at this point for the treatment of a molecule where the primary bond was based on s orbitals as i$ explained below.
All-valence-electron calculations on the ground and several excited states of AU 2 ate presented here as the fourth paper in a series dealing with the use of ab initio effective core poterttials (IP). Paper II describes the formal procedure for deriving the EP'~ and reports results
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for the Xe and Au atoms, Paper II presents SCF calculation!;
on-the ground, positive ion, and 6so g Rydberg states of Xe Z ' 3 and Paper III contains the first calculations using these .methods on the ground state of AU 2 employing relativistic.
basis functions in which the results include the effects of spin-orbit coupling directly by the use of an EP defined in terms of two-c1)mponent spinors. In addi tion comparisons wi th other forms of EP's, both relativistic and non-relativistic:
are discussed in Paper III. Because the spin-orbit splitting of the DS/2 and D3/2 levels of Au is so great (1.S22 eV), the description of excited electronic states of AU 2 in terms of w-w coupling would appear to be most appropriate. The twelve LS symmetries above are combined using an empirical mode1 6 based on the To insure that the molecular wavefunctions for the ground state of AU 2 was sufficiently flexible to allow for the proper dissociation to t~o 2S Au atoms, it was necessary to include the two configurations allowed from the combination of the 2 2 6s ~lectrons; 6SDg and 6SDu. MCSCF calculations were carried out incorporating these two' configurations at 16 internuclear separations and are report~d in Table I together The second class consists of the 6so g and 6so u orbitals that were optimized with respect to configuration mixing at each internuclear separation. The 6so g orbital is dominant near Re but the two configurat~ons have equal coefficients as dissociation is approached. The third class is made up of the remaining orbitals that can be constructed from the basis set.
This class is usually ,termed the "external" or "virtual" class of orbitals whereas the first two are termed the "valence" shells space. The inclusion 'of only the Sd and 6sjin the valence space may be rationalized on the grounds that the 2p states of Table IV with the experimental results.
The spectroscopic information on AU 2 is given by Ames 5 8 and Barrow and by Kleman, et aI, who also cite earlier work.
The fact that gold has but a single isotope allowed resolution . 5
of rotational structure and yielded the precise interatomic distances which are given 1n For silver the problem arises from the fact that the 2p 
